WHAT IF

YOU COULD MANAGE YOUR TRIAL COURT
CASELOAD SO IT DIDN’T MANAGE YOU?

C-Track
Case Management
for Trial Courts

C-TRACK CASE MANAGEMENT FOR TRIAL COURTS.
Your trial court is more than a place to debate legal details. It’s where the community sees justice
served and the law upheld. But your court is also now charged with handling more cases, often with
fewer resources. You need a case management system that will adapt to your growing, changing
needs, one that integrates with other tools so you can continue to effectively serve your community’s
interests for years to come.
Comprehensive. Configurable. Consistent.
C-Track® is comprehensive. It’s a proven case
management system that works for every user, across
every function of the court, throughout every case
type to decrease workload pressures throughout all
court departments.
C-Track is configurable. It’s scalable and easily adapts
to meet your court’s specific needs, unique rules, and
critical processes. It allows rules to be changed quickly
and easily, without the need for technical support.
C-Track is consistent. 100 percent of installed
customers are still using it. Why? Because C-Track is
consistently being improved. As technology evolves,
so does C-Track.

Easy-to-use, powerful technology
C-Track helps you create the most efficient,
streamlined workflow possible by providing the best
of both worlds – a highly adaptable solution that’s
technologically superior and robust as well as a user
interface that is intuitively easy to use and maintain.

Integrates with other court solutions
C-Track eliminates redundancies by allowing
important data to be shared with external partners
through its integration module, which increases

transparency internally and externally. And C-Track
automates tasks associated with today’s intricate
court processes. It’s flexible, extensible, and allows
for standards-based integration with other systems
to provide a comprehensive workflow solution.

It’s as reliable as it is powerful
The reason 100 percent of our customers stay with
us? Simple. C-Track works. That’s why all installed
courts are still using it. Our team of engineers and
analysts continues to build and improve on an
already superior product, and that makes C-Track
the case management system you’ll be able to rely
on year after year.

Adapts to where your court is right now
and where it’ll be going
C-Track is highly modular, giving your court the ability
to change case management as your requirements
change by adding new modules and functionality.
And we’re working on a range of new features and
enhancements to make C-Track even more powerful,
easier to use, and adaptable. Read more about our
exciting C-Track enhancements on the back of
this brochure.
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COMPREHENSIVE. CONFIGURABLE. CONSISTENT.
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A SOLUTION YOU CAN RELY ON FOR YEARS TO COME.

C-TRACK
e-FILING PRODUCT
C-TRACK
e-FILING PRODUCT

E-Filing. Electronic and easy to use
C-Track e-filing creates an easy-to-use, streamlined electronic case filing process
for both the filer and the court. As part of C-Track or as a stand-alone component,
this system can integrate with any case/document management system and with
third-party electronic payment systems to allow users to pay fees when e-filing.
Your court staff can use the e-filing review queues to accept or reject filings, and can
add comments for the filer. Once e-filings are approved, the system automatically
creates docket entries in the CMS with a link to the associated e-filed documents.
Available as a stand-alone product.

Public Access. Configurable and confidential
C-TRACK
PUBLIC ACCESS
C-TRACK
PUBLIC ACCESS

Give your public appropriate access to court case information with our configurable,
Web-based interface. People can search for publicly accessible case information
by case number, attorney, or party. The results display case information that has
been marked as public. Rules govern the transfer of case data and case documents
to this system to prevent the release of confidential information.
Available as a stand-alone product.

”After a thorough evaluation process, the solution Thomson
Reuters presented was designed specifically for California’s
Criminal case processing, including Judicial Council Forms.
From the presentation, Sacramento was able to determine that
their solution could best meet the Criminal needs for our court.”
Laurie M. Earl, Presiding Judge, Sacramento Superior Court

EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE
TO SUPPORT YOUR TRIAL COURT.

More than 150 years of helping the bench and bar uphold the law
Thomson Reuters is the leading provider of intelligent information and solutions to
help meet the challenges of the nation’s courts. Our rich history is the foundation for
our specialized expertise and deep understanding of our customers.
More than 8,500 U.S. courts currently use our products and solutions, more than any
other legal solutions provider. That’s because we invest more time and resources than
any other company in the justice and legal industry on software and solutions to help
courts produce superior judicial outcomes in less time, with more efficiency and
improved access to case information.

A skilled C-Track team, at your service
Our C-Track implementation team has extensive experience in court process analysis,
project management, employee training, data migration, and system integration for
multiple court types, each presenting their own unique challenges.

Thomson Reuters Court Management Solutions
A comprehensive suite of products to help you streamline the entire judicial process:
C-Track – Comprehensive, configurable, consistent way to track and manage cases
Thomson Reuters Westlaw™ – Powerful research tool to help courts quickly
understand the law.
Drafting Assistant and West km® – Create documents and accurately review them
Thomson Reuters CLEAR® records resource – Secure, effective way to retrieve
information to help you investigate people and businesses.

C-TRACK. INVESTING
IN THE FUTURE NEEDS OF YOUR COURT.

FOR USERS

FOR TECHNOLOGY STAFF

E-Filing Workflow

Web Services Library

Supports easier ways to configure the e-filing workflow
for the court staff and enables a variety of specific
workflow configurations to handle the needs of your
court. Specialized user modules support law firms and
case delegation, along with pro se litigants.

Our complete Web services library allows IT staff to
compress implementation time and support current
and new third-party justice partners without relying
on the vendor.

Advanced In-Court Processing

This integrated report creation toolkit allows court
staff to independently construct new custom reports
on demand without relying on the vendor.

Judges, clerks, and judicial support staff can seamlessly
manage the court, record hearing outcomes, and
generate secure, electronic documentation of court
orders. Supports technology such as touchscreen
attendance tracking, dynamic sentencing capture, and
automated form processing with electronic signatures.

Judicial Dashboard
Supports a library of new configurable widgets specific
to judges including relevant, actionable views into
pending matters, documents, and caseload data.

Full-Text Search
Enables court staff to search words or phrases against,
within, or across electronic documents.

Ad Hoc Reporting Toolkit

Rules Engine Toolkit
An integrated workflow configuration solution that
automates the execution of actions based on courtprovided data. This toolkit will allow non-technical
court and IT staff to manage business rules and
data values.

Configuration Manager
This integrated configuration utility allows nontechnical court and IT staff to tailor code values
and data look-up tables such as case types, docket
entry types, and ticklers in a simple spreadsheet
environment.

Learn more: legalsolutions.com/CTrack-CMS or call 1-877-923-7800

Visit legalsolutions.com/courts

For more information, contact your
representative at 1-800-762-5272.
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